《The Mysterious CEO》
63 Accident....
Si Li heard Lu Lan voice and immediately ordered Mu Che "Move Here".
Si Li immediately shifted to the passenger seat and opened the door of the car. Mu Che
understood what Si Li was trying to do, therefore, Mu Che increased the speed of the
car and came closer to Lu Lan's car.
In that second, Si Li jumped from his car towards the roof of Lu Lan's car. However,
the man on the back seat became conscious at that time and gripped Lu Lan's neck and
shouted in a rage "I will kill you".
Lu Lan tried to release from his grip with her one hand and while her other hand was
on the steering wheel to balance the car. She knew that Si Li was on the roof of the car,
if the car lost its balance then he might be fell off.
At the same time, Si Li came inside the car through the passenger door and kicked on
the man's face. The man fell back on the back seat. Si Li didn't bother to fight with him,
he simply kicked him again and throw him out of the car, rest of thing his men could
handle.
Si Li hurriedly turned towards the passenger seat and asked in a worried voice "Lan,
are you alright?"
Lu Lan's face was pale and she was coughing few times. She was trying to take the
breath of calm herself down. When she heard Si Li voice, she finally sighed out a
relief and nodded.
"Good, move here" Si Li tried to move Lu Lan in the passenger seat.
However, when he was unfastening her seatbelt, suddenly he saw a bullet was coming
towards Lu Lan through the front door glass, he immediately hid the Lu Lan under his
body and a bullet hit in his arm.
Bang!

"Li…." Lu Lan screamed horrifiedly.

Before getting a chance to overcome this situation, suddenly, Mu Che screaming voice
heard from the earphone "President…. Look ahead".
Because of the gunshot in his arm, Si Li's eyes turned red, however, he still had some
consciousness. When he heard Mu Che voice and look up and saw a truck was coming
towards them at full speed.
Si Li's team already cleared all the traffic from this area, however, a truck came out of
nowhere and directed towards them. It meant that the enemy wanted to kill them.
When Lu Lan heard Mu Che voice, she also looked ahead. She couldn't let anything
happen to Si Li. So she immediately controlled herself and forcefully pushed Si Li
back into the passenger seat and speeded up the car.
"Ohhh…GOD… What they are doing?" MU Che saw that Lu Lan's car speed up
intensively.
Now the car again reached its peak 120MPH.
Both car and truck were coming closer to each other at the high speed and distance
between then gradually decrease.
"Careful" Mu Che screamed.
Just then, Lu Lan turned her car to the right and she hit her car against the trunk of the
tree.
Because of the high speed, the truck lost its balance and overturned on the road, few
minutes later, truck blasted with a loud sound.
BOOM!
After the car hit against the trunk of the tree, Lu Lan's head hit on the steering wheel
and she lost her consciousness.
Even, Si Li's head hit on the windscreen and because of the bullet, he lost excess blood,
so he also lost his consciousness.
Soon Si Li's team reached near Lu Lan's car and take out both of them from the car
and immediately send them to the hospital.
Soon after, ambulance, fire brigade and police arrived at the spot.
Si Li's team was divided into two teams. One team handle the police and media, they

have to make sure that image of Si Corporation didn't affect because Si Li was
involved in this situation and competitors' would take this opportunity and could use
against Si Corporation.
Even all the top lawyers of Country Z had come and they make sure described this
attack as a terrorist attack because they couldn't let the world knew that Si Li was the
King of Underworld otherwise enemies would convert the Country Z from the
peaceful place into the mortuary.
Currently, one of the reasons for the development of Country Z at the increased speed
was the Si Corporation. If Si Li didn't help them, they wouldn't increase at the highest
point.
Even, the Government knew what this, but they didn't acknowledge it in front of the
public. Even Si Li didn't mind for their unacknowledged as long as they didn't affect
him.
That's why the Government was giving full cooperating them and didn't leak any
information about this attack before consultant with Si Li's lawyers'.
Even when Mo Jinnan heard about this attack, he immediately sent his teams to
control the situation. Si Li and Mo Jinnan were close to each other and know all the
thing about each other.
The second team was searching the culprit behind the attack. Of course, if they sure
had guts to attack Si Li's wife, so they should prepared consequence also.

